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About Bruce

 Bruce launched Liberated Horsemanship in 2003. He currently teaches students about the logic of an 
authentic natural trim and how biomechanics, and management and use practices affect hoof health and shape. 
 Bruce has been a scientist for more than 45 years. He is a tenured faculty member of multiple departments 
at Washington University School of Medicine in St. Louis, Missouri. He is a subject of biographical record in both 
Marquis’ Who’s Who in America and Who’s Who in Medicine and Healthcare. 
     Bruce has published numerous articles of original research in leading scientific journals on diverse topics 
including learning theory, wild horse behavior and stress physiology. Currently his research focuses on 
transgenerational and epigenetic effects of environmental and lifestyle factors. 
 Bruce has a deep practical and academic knowledge of animal behavior and related topics. He has a Master 
of Science degree in psychobiology from Bucknell University. He earned a PhD from the world renown Institute 
of Animal Behavior, Rutgers University, and continued with four years of post-doctoral studies that focused on 
behavioral neuroendocrinology. The best part is, he can translate what he knows about animal behavior and 
physiology into practical information on horse use and care ... and, he can communicate what he knows in 
straightforward, understandable terms. 
 Bruce is the author of the acclaimed books Ten Golden Rules of Horse Training: Universal Laws for all 
Levels and Riding Styles, and Ride For Tomorrow: Dressage Today and highly regarded articles published in two 
series entitled The Biology of Natural Horsemanship and Speaker For The Horse. 
 In addition to LH, Bruce serves on the faculty of The Kerulos Center—a non-profit organization which 
finds science-based solutions to pressing questions and concerns that affect the lives of animals. He is also a 
member of the Advisory Board of the American Wild Horse Preservation Campaign (AWHPC), a broad-based 
coalition representing over 10 million supporters, and has written a series of commissioned, science-based articles 
for the AWHPC on how Bureau of Land Management practices negatively affect the long-term health and welfare 
of America’s wild horses. He has also written a number of declaration to support legal actions by advocate groups 
against the United States Government’s management of wild horses. 
 Bruce served in the Air Force and a joint military command composed of Marine, Army, Air Force and 
Navy personal. He held a Top Secret clearance and is a Viet Nam veteran.


